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CLBR Training Manual 
§1.a. Observing mosquito landings and learning mechanical aspiration  

A. Goals of exercise 
1.	 Learn to determine when a mosquito on your arm is about to bite. 
2.	 Learn to use a “mechanical aspirator” to remove such a mosquito before it bites.


Catch at least 10 mosquitoes.


B. General information 

1.	 A technician will show you how to watch mosquitoes that land on you to see if

they are about to bite. He or she will then show you how to remove mosquitoes

quickly with a handheld mosquito catching device called a mechanical aspirator


2.	 You will work with your arms in a screen cage about 1 foot square, with up to two 
mosquitoes in the cage at one time. 

3.	 You may be bitten by a mosquito while learning to use the aspirator. The

mosquitoes were reared in the laboratory and are free from disease.


C. Materials and equipment needed 
1.	 Mosquito cage with entrance stocking 
2.	 Latex or vinyl gloves (various sizes) 
3.	 “Ace” bandage 
4.	 Approximately 12 mature unfed adult female Aedes aegypti mosquitoes 
5.	 Mechanical aspirator with charged batteries and collection tube 

D. Leaning the methods 
Spend at least 15-30 minutes practicing observing and catching mosquitoes, working with 
one or two at a time. Aspirators resemble flashlights except that they have a small electric 
fan and suction tube rather than a light bulb. You will carry one with you during the field 
test of the repellent. Your trainer will first demonstrate the method of use and capture. The 
trainer will then cover your upper forearm with the bandage to protect that area from biting. 

Put on gloves. Practice using the switch on the aspirator handle to turn it on, and insert 
the sucking tube into the cage through the elastic cloth. Then place your arm with the 
bandage into the cage. About half or your forearm will be uncovered, with no insect 
repellent. Carefully watch the mosquito as it flies within the cage. Once it lands on your 
skin, watch carefully to see if it stops walking and places its needle-like mouth against 
your skin. You may move your arms to get better views and access to the mosquito. Once 
you observe a mosquito mouth touching your skin, you will immediately attempt to catch 
the mosquito in the plastic nozzle of the mosquito catcher. You may practice as many 
times as you wish, with one and then two mosquitoes at a time. The technician will 
answer any questions and will be certain that your use of the mosquito catcher is correct. 

1. Study subjects
 a. mosquitoes
  i. observing landings

 ii. mechanical aspiration 
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